1. Weak completeness and extreme points. THEOREM m .} such that lining lim*-* fn(s mi ) exists. COROLLARY 
Let (5, d) be any metric space. A sequence {ƒ»} in lip (5, d) is weakly Cauchy if and only if it is bounded and every sequence {s m } in S has a subsequence {s

If (5, d) is compact, {f n } is weakly Cauchy if and only if it is bounded and lim».*» fn(s) exists for each s G S.
If 0<a^l and d is a metric, so is d". We frequently consider lip (5, d a ) for 0<a<l, since this space separates points. [3] along these lines.) By using 3.1, we are able to give a different proof of this result which shows the extra hypothesis in the complex case to be unnecessary.
Lip#»(S, d) as a second dual. Given a Banach space JE, let E'
and E" denote its dual and bidual respectively. Since Lip^" (5, d a ) is a dual space, it is natural to ask if it is the bidual of lip^ (5, At this point, the methods used in the scalar-valued case fail because of an inability to extend vector-valued Lipschitz functions in a norm-preserving way. To bypass this, the theory of tensor products of Banach spaces is employed. The following result is vital for this purpose. [2] ) and therefore has the approximation property. It is not known whether this is true in general.
